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The nurpose of this investigation was to study the
characteristics of a converging vortex in a real gas, and
to determine if it was possible to reach suoeracoustic flow
in a vortex.
Air at a high angular velocity was introduced at the
Deriohery of a vortex tube. The air then flowec into an
annular patsags end converged into a const nt arer tube.
Teets were run both with and without a convergence cone in
the converging section of the vortex tube.
It was found that suoeracoustic flow could be obtain-
ed, and that greater velocities were nroduced with the con-
vergence cone ^resent. A large lose In angular momentum
occurred during the convergence, this lor- being gr<-rter
with the convergence cone removed. It was also shown that
the convergence of a vortex in an annular area tends to
bring the flow very rapidly into a condition of equilibrium.
In this condition , no viscous forces are acting and there
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Classloal aeroaynamlcists refer to a vortex as a
mathematical concept obtainable only In an ideel fluid.
This coi.ceot requires that the velocity become infinite
and th.: ifeurt zero at the vortex center, an imnossibility
in any real fluid. before the use of the term "vortex"
has been extended from the strictly olasnlcal definition
to include any form of continuously rotr tive fluid motion.
French scientist, G.J. Banque, oublished a oaner
in 1933 describing the low temperatures he had obtained in
the center of air set into a vortex motion. During orld
war II, Rudolph Hilsch, a German, extended Banquet exper-
iments and separated tfet hot pir from the cold air in a
vortex ;,ube. This so-called Hilsch tube became oopularized
as a "molecule separator" since it was believed that it
blew the hot sir -.olecules out of one end of the tube and
the col -leoules out of the other end.
In 1946 Hilsch 1 b work became known in this country,
and shortly thereafter the General Electric Research Labora-
tory made an analysis of the device for use in refrigera-
i o\
tion. They concluded thnt the efficiency for refrigera-
tion was very low and the operating cost high.
Prof essor Nell P. Bailey, head of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Rensselaer - olytechnlo Institute,
s
2Troy, N. Y. and members of his staff, proposed a theory that
a vortex in an actual gas approaches a condition of equili-
brium such that the fluid mars rotates as a solid body. Since
there is no relative motion between adjacent fluid layers in
this condition, there would be no heat transfer and no vis-
cous forces AOtlnga In order to check this theory experi-
(3)
mentally, 7.7 . C. Vlokrey induced a vortex in a two- inch
tube. Ills results indicated th^t an equilibrium plane did
exist In the vortex tube and conformed fairly well to the
theory, although he worked only at low weight flows. Sev-
eral months later, L M. Zubko ' repeated Vlokrey 1 a ex-
periment at higher weight flows and using a four- inch vor-
tex tube. Zubko also found an equilibrium plane, and in
addition he indicated the presence of a thin longitudinal
shell which rotated at a constant angular velooity equal
to" the angular velocity of the equilibrium plane.
The object of this investigation is to carry on a
bit furthar into the study of vortex characteristics in an
actual gas. Both Vlckrey and Zubko used vortex tubes of
constant cross- sectional area. The theory, however, allows
for a convergence (or divergence) of the vortex. A con-
verging vortex is present in the tail cone of a Jet engine
when the turbine is not operating at design speed. A
study of this problem might therefor^ be of some practical

velue. In addition, a noint of gr^pt Interest is the fr<ot
the the theory indicates thpt suuerncoustic flow is possi-
ble in a oonverinr vortex.
It wt s, then, the nurnose of this report to investi-
gate the ohprecteristios of s converging vortex in en actual
gas, and to determine if suoeraooustic flow is rv ssible.
The investigation was conducted in the Mechanical Engineer-
ing Deoartraent, r eneselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.,
during the period Februpry-Mpy , 1949.
The author wishes to exnress his gratitude to Pro-
fessor Neil P. .Bailey and Mr. Andrew J . Shine for their
guidance and advice, and to members of the Machine Shop
staff for their patience and skill.

EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDUF
A schematic diagram of the tent set-ut) Is shown In
Figure 1 . The electric motor, driving the co nnreseor, was
a Westinphouse three-ohase, 60 cycle, 22^-400 volte, 50
horsepower motor with a rated full loan" eneed of 1175 rpm.
It vai oonneoted directly to the air compressor , which was
a six cylinder Schrara, Model 210, rated at 206 cubic feet
per minute of etrndard air at 1175 mm. From the comnress-
or the air was led through a water afteroooler and oil seo-
arator, and thence into the receiver tank. The iotor auto-
matically cut out the compressor when the receiver tank
pressure reached 100 psi page, and cut it brck in when the
pressure reached 80 psi gage. To assure a continuous source
of supply air, bleed valve was provided downstream of the
receiver taAk . By regulating the bleed valve, the rir com-
pressor would stay on the line during the entire run.
The air was led into the olenum chamber through a
course and a fine flow control valve. A 3/4-inoh metering
nozzle was placed in the plenum chamber. The pressure was
measured forward of the metering nozzle on a mercury manom-
eter or pressure gage (P01?-). The oressure drop across




cury or ter .nanometer (&P). The total temperature was
measured downstream of the metering nozzle (TQ ). Knor?inr:
the area of the nozzle, POT) , &.P, and T It wv.b possible
to oalc -. the weight flow. An additional pressure tap
was place nstream of the metering nozzle (Popo) in or-
der to obtain a total nresnure enterinp the vortex valve,
free from any diffusion or met^-rinp nozzle losses.
A diagram of the vortex tube used In this investiga-
tion ia in Figure 2. The converging; section was turned
from a laminated block of well-seasoned maple, and had a wall
thickn.- from V4-inch maximum diameter to 1/2-
inch at the constrnt diameter section. The inside tnper
was linear exoept for slight fillets at both ends to facili-
tate the sir flow, and the inside surfaoe was well polished,
A copper tube of 1 1/4- inch nominal inside diameter was
sweated into the neok of the converging section. It was
secured in pl*M by a thin plate soldered to the outside
of the tubing, and screwed into the maple neck. The brass
tubing 13 inches long , with a wall thickness of 1/15-
inch
,
one; was polished to an inside diameter of 1.269 inches.
The vortex valve was originally designed by Professor
Neil P. Lley for other experimental purposes, and was the
spme valve as used by Viokrey and Zubko. Briefly, it con-
sisted of twenty-four adjusteble Ragle vanes secured to the

6periphery of a X/16-Xnoh brr diso of two and three-quarter
Inch dlamet?r. The sir flows radially outward along the
disc, is turned in the vanen t and enters the vortex tube
with a high angular velocity. In all the tests made in
this investigation the vanes were set at an angle of ten
degrees to the peripheral tangent , in order to reduce the
r-dlal component of flow ai much as possible. Figure 3 is
a diagram of the vortex vnlve, snd Reference (1) is a de-
tailed report on its oerformanoe.
The vortex cone was turned from a solid blocfc of
well- seasoned maple, and was highly polished to reduce
frlotlonal effects. The cone was secured to the vortex
valve disc by three screws countersunk into the face of
the disc. The tr-ner of the cone was such that the an-
nulpr between cone and wall remained constant and
equsl to the area of the brass tubing". In designing the
cone, allowance was made for taner of the wall nt the
extremes so thpt the annular area would renain truly con-
stant. The length of the cone was 2.40 inches from its
tip to the back face of the vortex valve diso. This oro-
vided the cone with a diameter-to-length ratio of 1.147.
This ratio should be an gr^at as possible to minimize
frlctional losses as the vortex converges. However, it
we 8 felt that if the ratio were made much larger, seoara-

tion might occur ptt the oone surface. In future investi&a-
tiona it would be of interest to determine the effect of
the vortex oone proportions. A table of coordinates of the
vortex cone is given in Figure 2.
A wall pressure tan was provided between the olenura
chamber end th* vortex valve. In testinp, however, it was
found that thia pressure was essentially the same as that
measured trefcfl from the metering nozzle (Popo^» ^**e
c.if ference not beinr detectable on a mercury manometer up
to 60 inches pe^e ~r- ssure. This pressure tap was there-
for< tied off, and the value of ^ox>^ used as the true to-
tal pressure entering the vortex valve. A second wall pres-
sure t- placed in the pi' te to which the vortex tube
was secured (Py ). It *• located at a radius Just equal
to that of the vortex valve disc periphery, and apnroxlma tely
mid-way between the vanes and the wall* The purpose of
this tap was to provide a raepns of oomouting the velocity
leaving the vanes and entering the vortex tube.
Three instrumentation hol<-s were provided down the
converging section of the vortex tube at distances of 0.680,
1.425, and 2.275 Inches normally from the inside fao© of
the plate to which the vortex tube was secured. These holes
were 9/lS-lnch except for the lest l/4-inoh which was drill-
ed and taDoed to accommodate the 1/4- inch root of the radial

probes. Twelve instrumentation holes of the same size were
provider, in the constant area section of the vortex tube.
t flr r t hole wrs placed so that its center was one-tenth
inch fi*oa the ti"> Of the vortex cone, and the remaining
holes were placed with their centers exactly one inch a-
part. It was necessary to solder a brass strip along the
length of the vortex tube in order to increase its wall
thickness to the 1/4- inch required by the radial probes.
In this r . the instrumentation holes referred to
as strtions, I re labeled A, B, end G ddwn the converg-
ing section and thence ooneecuti\Tely from 1 to 12 down the
constant area section of the vortex tube.
7Vhen the vortex tube is in operation, a lev pressure
existt at the center and a high pressure at the periphery.
Since the vortex is discharging into ntrnospheric air of
constant ^essure, an unstable condition exists at the dis-
charge •n€ of the tube. ?he low pressure at the center
creates what Vickrey has termed a "back- flow" into the tube.
This back- flow momentarily compensates the low pressure,
but the vortex quickly rebuilds the low pressure area and
the baok-flow starts again. This cycle, of course, occurs
with very high frequency, and the resulting noise is of
such high pitch that it becomes unbearable at higher weight
flows. In an attempt to overcome this difficulty and to

9eliminate the beck-flow, both Vickrey and Zubko used ad-
justable nose cones at the discharge end of the vortex tube*
When the nose cone was positioned so that the noise was
eliminated, it was assumed that all the brck-flow into the
vortex tube had been out out. This author ran several
preliminary tests on the adjustable nose cone and found
that its exact position
,
even after the noise had been
eliminated, had a considerable effect on the character of
the flow. If the nose oone was nositioned to Just elimi-
nate tho noise, a small back- flow still existed down the sides
of the oone. If the oone was moved in a little too far it
created a back pressure on the flow and caused the vortex
to "fill in" to some extent the low oressure at its center.
Furthermore, the position of the nose oone was dependent on
the weight flow, making it extremely difficult to position
the cone properly to reproduce det, . If a nose cone was not
used the back-flow was so great that the value of the data
obtained Wi a highly questionable.
In an effort to overcome this •nroblem , Professor
Neil P. Bailey suggested that the vortex be permitted to
enlarge -uddenly into a w oan - attached ?.t the discharge
end of the vortex tube. The flow vould then discharge to
the atmosphere at a constant pressure through holes olaced
about the periphery of th° can. The author carried out
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this suggestion and found it to work suooessfully. How-
ever, both the dl??raet-r of the can and the hole area was
critical, it being necessary to determine both of these
factors experimentally for each desired weight flow, since
this rould prove extremely burdensome in extensive testing,
e new method Tor eliminating the back-flow was sought.
After exoerimenting with several devices, the author
found t-. t a M self-adjusting" nose cone seemed to serve the
nuroose very well. This consisted oimoly of a nose cone
which was allowed a single degree of axial freedom. The
cone was . .ned from cast aluminum and fitted with a
half-lnoii steel phaft two inches in length in its back face.
The steel shaft rode in an aluminum sleeve of quarter- inch
wall thickness, and when oiled made an easy sliding fit.
The sleeve was rigidly secured to a stand on the testing
table and positioned so that the nose cone would be exactly
centered with the discharge end of the vortex tube. As the
weight flow in the vortex tube was changed, the cone would
slide inward or outward accordingly and pdjust itself to
the posit on required by the flow. All the noise was elim-
inated as ell as the b?ck-flow. No back-flow could be
detected at any weight flow either by observing the position
of threads attached to the surface of the cone, or by the
direction In which the radial total oressure probe pointed

when inserted at stations near the dischar; ad of the
vortex tube.
It waa recognized that the nose cone anprle would be
critical, and that ideplly the cone should be tapered to
fit the prassure gradient existing across the vortex at
the diachc.rr .in fact waa substantiated in later bat-
ing when the convergence cone waa removed from the vortex
tube (to be discussed further). An Included nose cone angle
of 80 <Li had been ustd on all previous ttataj and had
been found to v erk well at all weight fl* . However, when
the convergence cone wa removed the flow was altered to
n extent that the 80 degree nose cone practically
worthle . e, it being necessary to hold it in position just
wen >nea used by Viokrey and Zubko. After testing
several noae core sizes, it was found that a nose cone of
40 degree included angl- proved satisfactory for the new
Ow. evidently conformed the closest to the
disc radial pressure distribution . Therefore, in all
the teating done in this in- tlon a nose cone of 80
degree Included angle was used, except in those runs in
which the convergence cone was removed from the vortex tube
a 4C nose cone was use .
Since it was desired to pvo^s the vortex tube axially,
it waa neat to drill a hole axially through the center
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of the nose oone and shaft to accommodate the probe. This
gave the additional advantage of providing a rigid 2 1/2-
inch support for the orobe ft the vortex tube discharge. The
hole wps drilled with enough clearance to permit the probe
to slide easily in the nose oone without binding. In this
manner the axial orobe oould be slid inward or outward with-
out disturbing the position of the nose cone relative to the
vortex tube. It is possible th?>t a small amount of leakage
occurred between the orobe and the cone, but if so it was
very slight and probably negligible. When the axial probe
was not in use, it was removed from the cone and the hole
was closed off by covering the shpft end with tape.
Two axial probes were used, one for measuring the
center pressure, and the other for measurinr center temp-
erature. Both probes were made of still hollow steel, .099
inches in diameter and 21 Inches in length. The inside end
of the pressure probe was filed off smoothly, while tothe
outside end a rubber tube fitting was soldered. Pressures
were read on a mercury manometer. Through the temperature
orobe a Leeds and Northrup iron-constrntan thermocouple of
No. 30 gage "'ire was fed. The hot Junotir>n heed wrs enoased
with a Duoo Cement . The oement wps sanded down to a smooth
finish having the same diameter an the probe, and with Just
the tip of the bead exposed. It was thought this would
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serve to reduoe the effeot of any heat transfer up or down
the steel probe, although the temperature gradient alonp: the
vortex center was relatively small . Iron-constantan thermo-
couple wires were ohoeen since they give the highest milli-
volt-per-degree response. A cold Junction of 32 degrees
Fahrenheit vai maintained in an ice bath. A Leeds and North-
rup potentiometer was used in all temoerature work. Since
no flow existed in the center of the vortex where the axial
orobee were to be used, it was not necessary to calibrate
them. The thermocouple wps simply tested at "2 degrees
Fahrenheit and 212 degrees Fahrenheit and was found to give
accurate readings.
When the axial orobes were inserted into the vortex
more thrn about three Inches, depending on the weight flow,
it wrt fi found that considerable vibration was set up even
after the probe had been aligned with the vortex center as
accurately as possible. This w s extremely undesirable not
only because of accuracy of the readinpe obtained, but also
because the vibration would bend the probe and cause the
nose oone to bind on it. If the movement of the nose cone
were restricted, of course, it could not perform its funotion
of properly regulating the flow. To overcome this difficulty
it w s necessary to pive additional euoport to the end of the
axial probes. In order to acoom llsh this a "snider" was
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secured to the probe two Inches from Its end. This con-
sisted of a small brass collar to which was soldered three-
euqally spaced legs of stiff steel wire. This additional
support held the probe rigidly centered in the vortex tube
without restricting its axial freedom, since the spider slid
freely along the v>alls of the vortex tube when the probe
was loved. Thi; system proved very satisfactory at all
weight flows, the vibration being completely eliminated*
It was felt that the disturbance which the spider sunoort
would create in the vortex would not be serious since it
was placed at a point two inches downstream from the end
of the probe. Actually, due to the vortex intion of the
flow, the distance that the air travels from the end of the
probe to the spider support is much greater than two inches.
The outside end of the axial orobes were rigidly se-
cured to a crank and swindle device which was calibrated in
Inches to give the axial position of tfc* orobe in the vortex
tube.
Two radial probes were also used in this investigation,
one to measure total pressure and the other to meacure total
temperature. These probes were the same ones designed and
used by Zubko in his work on vortex flow, and a complete
description of them are available in Reference (4), No
calibration correction s were used with the data obtained
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with these probes since the total treasure corrections
were extremely small and the total temperature readings
had a maximum error of only 2.5 percent at Mach 0.9.
Sinoe only the temnerature differences were of primary
importance, it itf felt that the calibration correction
could be safely neglected.
To obtain the well static pressure readings, a brass
tap was made which could be sorewed in at any station. When
in position the tap was flush with the inside wall of the
vortex tube, and from a No. 60 drill hole the presaure was
let to a mercury manometer. When a station was not being
used to obtain data, it was sealed off with a brass plug
which made a flush fit with the inside wall of the vortex
tube
.
Tests were conduoted at four different weip-ht flows,
pnd will be referred to hereafter as the gape pressure
existing on the vortex valve (Popg) . These pressures were
40, 60, 80, 9 nd 100 inches of mercury rap;*. The 100-lnoh
run was very close to the limit of air flow from the com-
pressor. Originally it had b^en planned to test at only
the first three flows, but when supersonic flo^ was not
found it was decided to run an additional test at maximum
compressor output.
The prooedure followed in obtaining the data was
to first probe axially for center pressure and temperature.
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The axial probes were then removed and total and statio
wall pressure measured at epoh station , as well as the total
temperature where desired. In this manner only one orobe
wps or sent In the vortex tube at any time, and the result-
ing flow disturbance was kept at a minimum.
It should be noted here that the stations were not
probed radially as wee done by Vickrey and Zubko . It we
believed that an equilibrium station could be found from
the center pressure , wall pressure, and trail Mrch number
alone . The location of en equilibrium station was neces-
sary in order to evaluate the angular momentum with the
theoretical equations. The equilibrium station is the lane
at which the air rotates with ft solid body motion, no vis-
cous forces or heat transfer being present between adjacent
flow radii. All of the theoretical equations are built up
on this tyoe of flow.
Since no equilibrium station could be found in the
40 inch run, total pressure and temperature measurements
were not taken down the converging; section of the vortex
tube for thli run.
It w-s believed that the wall Maoh numbers might be
increased by removing the convergence cone from the vortex
tube. Consequently, the 60, 80 and 100 inch runs were re-
peated with the convergence cone out. It w*s quickly seen,

1?
however, that Just the reverse we* true, so that extensive
dr.ta wai not t?>ken for these runs. No axial probing wrb
done with the convergence cone removed.
In all tests it wr s neoessary to wait about an hour
for the coipressor to settle down so that the supply air
in the plenum chamber would reach a steady value, and the
vortex tube would be uniformly heated.
^hotoprsohs of the equipment are included at the




Professor Nell ?. Bailey's theory of a free vortex
cone In c real gas Is based on the assumptions thr t the
vortex will approach a condition such that no viscous forces
are acting and no hast transfer Is present along the vortex
radius. da requires that the flow rotate as a solid body.
In order to facilitate further discussion, that n^rt of the
theory rhich applies to this investigation will be presented
here.
The pressure present et any radius must be balanced
by the centrifugal force due to rotation,
2-rrr (dp) « v£ (dm) (1)
r
But
(dm) * 2TTr?(dr) (2)
So equation (1) becomes,
(dp) • £ f (dr) (3)
r
For solid body rotation,
v * (O r (4)
So equatior; (3) becomes,
(dp) *co2 Tf (dr) (6)
But
p * ? _(6)
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Bo equation (5) reduces to,
(dp ) • co 2 r (dr) (?)
P | R T
Since o> and T ,are constant for solid body rotation, equation




log. pw « u) 2 *V2 J 9)e
p£ 2 g R T
However, since,
u)2 ?»w2 - Mw
2 (10)
Equation (9) may be written as
loge Pw - **[w
2 (ID
P^ ^^
or, V M 2'
~g— Mw
Pw « e (12)
Now from equations (2) and (6), the total mass in-
volved in a unit length of vortex is
(dm) * 2 tt r ? (dr) (13)
6 P T
Equation (9) is valid for conditions at any radius go that





2 g R Tf C
\ ( aE») * \ ?^rr p o g (dr) (14)
J J g P. TR
o o
or, 2 2
m * °^ ?0 [ C 2 fp A # - 1 \ (15)
oo2
whioh Bay be written as
y m 2
« gTt^o r e 2 ^ - i ] (16)
CO
"
Now the angular momentum, or ioaentof momentum, of
a unit length of vortex annulus is,
(dM « vr (dm) „_ (1? )
Combining equations (2) and (6) to eliminate mass from
(17), and substituting equation (4) for velocity,
(d 7v) » 60 r2 2TTr r (dr) » 2^(0^ P (dr) (18)
Again extending equation (9) to eliminate the pressure
term from (18), o g
(dM « circor* Po 6 (dr) (19)








w gg R f
\ (dX) * 3-wcqP o \ r3 e (dr)_(20)





ijjl i 1 1' w -Mf »
2 g P. T 2g R T
"X * gW p o \ r2 e - 2 P. R T e





r o 2g R T 2g P T 1
(22)
Being equation (10) this may be simplified to.








Now the average angular momentum per pound of gas in the
vortex cannot exceed the original angular momentum possessed
by each pound of gas that formed it. Letting v be the en-
tering tangential velooity and rQ the radius at which it
enters,
(24)Vo To * JCL.
Using the angulpr momentum found in equation (23) and the
mass from equation (16)
V h 2 Jf l* 2
v r « ^VU -W (e - 1)L <*&>
[e £ Mw - l]




v« rn * a) r.w
2 1
ys ^" i'-y (26)
l (e c - D
Equation! (23) and (26) are valid only for the as-
sumption i made, i.e., toe flow is conforming to solid body
rotation . Unfortunately, in the small annular converging
section of the vortex tube it wee not possible to determine
thle fact experimentally . It would have been necessary to
take pre aeure end temperature drta on the surface of the
convergence cone, which would be extremely difficult. Also,
the equations apply only to a solid vortex. They could,
however, be altered for use in the annular area by inte-
grating from the cone radius to the wall radius. But
without flats taken at the cone surface they could not be
used.
An "efficiency of convergence" may be implied from







If v nd r ©re taken as the conditions existing ae the
flow leaves the vanes, equation (27) may be converted into
terras of Maoh number by expressing the velocity as,
I»
LC
v - i;/n R To (28)
A $** k2





L(e^V2 , x , *«*2]
The assumption of constant total tenmerature was found to
be well within the limits of experimental accuracy.
In ortfer to make an experimental determination of the
average an^ul ;r momentum it would be necessary to probe the
annular area radially at each station to obtain the average
Maoh nuraher. This would req-ilre a redesign of the radial
orobes in order to obtain readings in the small annular
area. Since this fact was not recognized until late in the
inveBtlf-v tion , time did not oe^iit doing this.
In an effort to make some experimental determination
of the angular momentum in the annular area from the wall
data alone, the following analysis was made.
For an incremental annular area, (dA), the angular
momentum is given by
(dX) » v r £ (dA) (30)
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king equation (6) and transposing,
dX « v r P (•*!)
d A gTf
The velocity may be expressed In terms of Maoh number and
total temperature from equation (28).
Eliminating v from equations (28) and (21),
" /»" To r P (32)
/ 1 + IT
But,
To « 1 +X-1 M2 |S8)
T~ T
So equation (32) becomes,
IV * /T~ r ? U /l * V-l ?
d"A /F1TT / "T-
(34)
When the wall data is used in equation (?4) it will p-ive the
rate of change of angular momentum with resoeot to annu-
lar area at the well. It is recognized that at any one
station this value would probably be different at each
radius of the annular area. Between stations, however, it
should give some indication of how the angular momentum is
changing. For convenience in comouting equation (34), a
curve was olotted of M /l V-l &r aprrinst M and is
* "IT"*




The results of the axial traverses for temperature
and presbure are given in Tables I end. II for the different
weight flows. Curve 1 indicates that a vacuum existed in
the vortex center at all weight flo?/s and at all stations.
A miniinua pressure was found to occur 1 1% r tat ion ? for each
weight flow, although no significance could be attached to
this fact. Vickrey, who did a limited amount of axial prob-
ing in his work, obtained curves very similar to these using
a six- inch vortex tube of two-inch diameter. The Indication
is, therefore, that this point of minimum pressure is a
function of the vortex tube geometry, pnc ! occurs at about
the .aid-length of the tube.
In Curve 2 it is seen that the vortex center tempera-
ture also has a tendency to reach a minimum point although
at a 8 tat ion muoh closer to the convergence cone. This trend
is Just discernable in the 60-inch run , and becomes markedly
apparent in the 80-inch run. It is interesting to note that
at station 3 in the SO-inch run , a temperature of nearly
five degrees Fahrenheit was recorded. This explains the
interest that h: s been shown in the vortex tube as a re-
frigerating device, as mentioned in the Introduction of

this report. In this connection, it may be noted that oon-
:
-
lderabl - difficulty wai encountered in taking* the axial
data due to the icing of the probes. If the probe was in-
serted well into the vortex tube when the coipresaor was
started, ,so nuch ice would be formed on it as to seriously
impair * or cause vibration of the probe. It ,
therefore
,
necessary to position the orobe at station 12
curing our v-arm-ur> period of the corrrsssor. After
this length of time the supply air would reach a te. ture
;h enough to prevent serious icing of the probes.
The static and total pressure data obtained at the
vortex tube -vail is presented in Tables I, II, III, and IV,
and plotted in Curves 3 and 4. Since Mach number is a point
function Of total and static pressure, the Maoh number vat
computed at each station from the above : * and plotted In
Curve 5. It «a* be seen from Curve 3 that the static pree-
i ure drops rapidly as the flow accelerates down the oonverg-
noe cone. It reaches a minimum too*where between stations
1 and 2, at about station 3, and then falls off grad-
1.1y through the rest of the vortex tube. The faot that
the curve obtained for the 100- inch run does not follow the
trend o rest of the family, is probably due to shock
phenomena n I will be discussed further.
From Curve 4 it may be seen that the total pressure
drops pearly linearly down the converging section, has a
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tendency to level off as the flow leaves the tip of the con-
vergence ooiie, end then drops off lees steeply through the
rest of the vortex tube. The tendency for the" total pres-
bure to level off as the flow leaves the convergence cone
may to 6 I the fact that the flow is suddenly being re-
leased tWOm the frlctlonal effects of two well surfaces to
the frlct effect of only one wall surface. Thus, the
rate of total pre seure loss is momentarily reduced. The
fact that this tendency is not so prominent in the 100- inch
run is probably due to the supersonic flow present in this
section.
f9%M Curve 5 it may be seen that the Maoh number rises
very rapidly as the flow proceeds down the convergence cone.
A peak 1b reaohed somewhere between stations 1 and 2 and
the Mach number then drops off very rapidly. A Maoh number
of 1.009 vitt reoorded at station 1. The curves indicate,
however, that Maoh numbers slightly higher than this are
present between stations 1 and 2,
It may be well to note here that in oonouting the
wall Mach number the static pressure was measured Just at
the wall, while the total pressure was measured at the
point vbloh gave the maximum reading. The distance from
the wall that this maximum rending was obtained averaged
about .OS inches , defending on the weight flow and station.
This distance was probably very close to the boundary lay-
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er thickness existing at the wall. It would be diffioult
to prediot how the static pressure would vary in the "boundary
layer of a highly curvilinear flow. However, a Ser's disc
probe was used to determine experimentally how the static
pressure varied in this Distance. It was found that in all
cases the highest static pressure was present at the
wall surface. Therefore, the valu s of Mach number found
in this investigation are conservative inasmuch as they are
all lower thrn the Maoh number actually existing in the vor-
tex tube. The discrepenoy, however, is not believed to ex-
ceed iore thrn about 5 percent.
What actually happens as the flow becomes supersonic
in a curvilinear flow is not readily apparent. It seems
logical, however, that, as the flow is accelerating very
rapidly down the convergence cone, it "winds" itself up
with enough Inertia to carry it into the supersonic region.
It then seems probable that an infinite number of infini-
tesimal shocks occur from the vortex tube wall surface,
which rapidly decelerates the flow but produces no abrupt
ohpnges such as found in normal shock phenomena. This
could account for the fact that the 100-inch total pres-
sure curve does not level off at the tip of the convergence
cone as the other curves do, the losses occurring in the
smell shocks being enough to oreventit. The same applies to
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the irregular shape of the 100-inoh static oressure curve.
The fact that supersonic flow was produced in a
vortex ie Interesting and, perhans, of tome practical value.
For examnle, in the anrlysis of a thrust device designed to
utilize vortex flow (as in the tall cone of a Jet engine),
Curve 3 would indicate that higher wall pressures could be
obtained by not nerraitting the flow to become supersonic.
This conclusion would spoly, of course, only within the
limited range of this investigation.
In an effort to determine if an equilibrium ststion
existed in the vortex tube, equation (12) of the Theory
was checked against the experimental data. Equation (12)
was first plotted as shown in Curve 6. The experimental
values of Pw/Pc and Mw we e then Plotted for each run * It}
may be seen from the plot that nowhere in the 40-inch run
does the vortex coae to an equilibrium station. In the 60-
inoh run, station 1 is close to equilibrium , while the
following stations become farther removed from the theo-
retical ourve. The seme applies to the 80-lnoh run. Since
no axial orobing was done in the 100-inoh run, it was not
Dosslble to determine if equilibrium existed, since the
value of F was lacking. From the trend of the curves,
however, it is very probable that an equilibrium plane
existed close to station 1 for this run.
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Both Vickrey end Zubko found equilibrium stations
beyond the mid-length of the vortex tube. In their work
the flow was introduced ft the periphery. By viscous
action the velocity of the inner radii was gradually in-
creased, this process requiring a considerable length of
the vortex tube before equilibrium was obtained. In this
investigation, however, equilibrium w? s obtained, or per-
haps it was already present, as the flow left the tip of
the convergence cone. This would 6eem to indicate that
the double friotlonal effect present in the converging
annular area produces a rapid acceleration to an equili-
brium condition. It It felt that this fret is worthy of
note for use in the design of a vortex tube for any fu-
ture investigations.
The velues of dA were oo -routed from equation (-4)
as shown in the Tables and plotted in Curve 7. In com-
puting these values it should be not°d that the plenum
chamber temperature was used as the total temperature.
It wc.8 felt th- t this was Justified since the total tem-
perature orobe indicated a disorepenoy of not more than
six degrees from the plenum temperature.
As Indicated in Curve 7, the value of dA drops
dA
rapidly as the flow travels down the convergence cone, and
then leyels off in the constant diameter seotion of the
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vortex tube. The value of &A, as mentioned oreviously,
dA
does noi; necessarily give measure of the angular momentum
at the 6 tat ion. It 1b siraoly the value of the change In
angular momentum with respect to annular area at the wall
surface of a specific station. It was hoped, however,
that it would provide an indication of the trend in an-
gular momentum ohange between stations. It seems logical
that in the converging area, where the flow is subjected
to the frictional effects of two surfaces, the losr: in
angular momentum would be greater than in the constant
area section of the vortex tube. This trend la borne
out by the curves of Curve 7, although this still does
not Justify the assumption that dA will vary between sta-
dA
tione In exactly the same way as the angular momentum.
The convergence efficiency was computed from equa-
tion (29) and is plotted in Curve 8. Since the equation
demands that the flow be in equilibrium, the efficiency
was found only for the station that **• closest to equi-
librium in each run. Station 1 was used in each case,
although in the 40-inoh run equilibrium did. not appear to
exist. From Curve 8 it may be seen that the convergence
efficiency rises with Increased wall velocities (i.e.,
increased supply pressure). This seenu: rather unusual,
but no exulanstlon can be off erred.
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As another check on the legitimacy of using dx as
o
an indicator to angular momentum, a dx " ef liciency" was
computed by dividing the value found at the equilibrium
station by the entering value found at the vanes. The re-
sult is plotted in Curve 8, and is surprisingly close to
the actual convergence efficiency.
The results of the tests run with the convergence
cone removed from the vortex tube are presented in Tables
V, VI, and VII and plotted in Curves 9 to 13. A 40- Inch
run was not made since it was doubtful if en equilibrium
station would be found at this weight flow.
A comparison of Curve 9 with Curve 3 shows that the
static pressure behaves in the same manner when the con-
vergence cone it removed, although the 100-inch curve does
not show an irregular shape. This is probably due to the
fact ths:t supersonic wall velocities were not attained, as
will be seen.
The total pressure curves, Curve 10/ are similar
to those obtained previously, Curve 4. The loss in total
pressure down the converging section appears to be greater,
however, vita the convergence cone removed. Logically it
would 6eem that the reverse should be true, since the flow
feels a double friotional effect with the convergence cone
present. tb the cone removed, however, the flow "fills
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in" behind the face of the vortex valve. Then, by viscous
action, it performs the work of gradually accelerating this
inner air. This produces an apparent loss of total pressure
at the wall , which is evidently more than enouph to offset
the lose in total pressure due to friction when the con-
vergence cone is present.
A comparison of Curves 11 and 5 shows the effect of
the convergence cone on wall Mach number. It may be seen
th<:t with the cone removed considerably lower Mach numbers
are obtained at the wall. This is probably caused by two
effects. First, the "filling'- in" process described above
would tend to lower the Mach number . Secondly, in subsonic
flow the effeot of friction is to inoreaee Mach number, so
that with the convergence cone present increased Mach number
would be expected from the larger amount of friction whioh
is present. The shape of the curves of Curve 11 would seem
to indie: te that the "filling in" process first lowers the
Mr oh number. Then, as the inner air is brought into rota-
tion
,
the Mach number begins to increase. The fact that
the 100- inch curve shows a continuous drop in Maoh number
in the converging section is not readily explainable. It
may be that the hirfter velocities present require a longer
length for the "filling in" process to be coamleted. This
would be esoeoially true if the axial component of flow is
inoreased greatly with increased entering velocity.

MCurves 12 end 13 are olots of £3 and convergence
dA
efficlencv resoeotively . The curves of d£ are very similar
dA
to those found with the convergence cone pres nt, Curve 7,
although the values are somewhat lower. In computing the
values of convergence efficiency, It was assumed that sta-
tion 1 was in equilibrium as in the previous runs. This
fact cannot be uroven , however, since no center probing was
done with convergence cone removed. However, due to the
similarity of the data it is believed that this is a fair
approximation. From Curve 13 it may be seen that conver-
rence efficiencies rre lower with the convergence cone re-




to the convergence efficiencies. The fact that lower ef-
ficiencies occur with the cone removed is probably due to
the loss in angular momentum as the flow accelerates the
inner air in the converging section.
The Mach number at the vanes was computed from the
known values of area, weight flow, and total temperature,
and the statlo pressure measured at the vanes. In comput-
ing the area it was assumed that the flow left the vanes
in the same dire tlon as the vane angle, i.e., at ten de-




The results of this investigation indicate that
it ie possible to obtain supersonic velocities in a vor-
tex whioh ie made to converge down an annular passage.
If the vortex flow is induced at the periphery, greater
velocities will be produced if the flow converges down
a solid cone than if it converges with no cone present.
It was shown that convergence of a vortex down an
annular passage t-nds to brinp- the flow to a condition
of equilibrium much more rapidly than if it were intro-
duced at the periphery of a constant area tube.
The loss in angular momentum of the flow is very
great as the vortex oonverges down an annular oaseage.
However, an even greater loss in angular momentum is in-




In future investigations into vortex flow it is
recommended that the "self-adjusting" nose cone be given
further study. It le firmly believed that this device
answers r great need in experimental vortex investlgptlc3ns.
The discharge end of the vortex tube could be carefully
traverser! for static pressure over the range of weight
flows to be used. The nose cone could then be made with
the exact taper required by the pressure gradient. One
nose oone could probably cover a wide range of weight
flows satisfactorily, although It might be necessary to
construct several different cones to cover th* entire
npe, especially if the character of the flow was great-
ly changed as was done in this investigation by the re-
moval of the convergence cone.
The author believes thpt a more extensive investi-
gation s 1 be made of the angulpr momentum in the con-
verging section of the vortex tube. To do this properly
the annular area would have to be probed radially , and
would require the design and construction of very small
orobes.
In future investigations of a converging vortex it
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is felt that the validity of the theory could be checked
aore closely if the vortex were brought into equilibrium
Just before it converges. A convergence section similar
to the one used in this investigation could be employed
to bring- the vortex into equilibrium in as short a length
as oossible. The flow vould then enter an additional con-
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
To illustrate the manner in which the ex-
perimental data was reduced to the form ^resented here,
the commutations for the 60-inoh run, Station 1, will
be detailed.
Barometer « 30.08 "Her. Top » 112°F « 572°n
Pw - 9.05 "Hg gage » 9.05 30.08 39.13 «Hg.
P * 32.60 "Hg. gapre • 32.60 30.08 62.68 H Hg. Abs.
P » -6.30 "Hg. gage « -6.30 » 30.08 « 23.78 tt Hg. Abs.
Tc * -.08 Mv « 29.2°F « 488.6°R
P
- 62.68 « 1.602
^ 39713
From Maoh tables p U# * .850
pw * 39.15 « 1.644
Po* 23775
Tr>om Flpure 4, M J 1 + y »l tf» .908
2
Fro., equation (34)
d> / 1 . 395
/ )32.2K53.3)(572) ( .6345) (39. 13) (70.73) ( .908)
• 1.902 lb- seg- in
ft3
The value of ^ was found to be .663 for this run.
rv » 1.375 in.

So froai equation (29),
<\ - ( . 6345 ] (.850)
* (i:^o) I:mi 1 +1T (.663)
r
tK.86) 2




At the valtte, dA * 4.92. So,
dA
I l\/
(dX) * 1.902 .38?o 47§r-
ne calculations with the convergence cone removed
were Bade tn an ldentlel menner.

TABLE I
3ta- P»w ?w P Po Pc ?o ttUJU T
tlon "Hg.g Hg.rbs. Hpr.g Htf.abe. Hg.g Hg.abe. volt °F
V 22.00 51.66
ft 20. 20 49.86
8 I7.C 46.06
C 12.40 4?. 06
1 7.55 57.21 22.10 51.76 -5.40 24.26 .06 34.1
2 8. 38.01 18.75 48.41 -5.60 24.06 .06 34.1
3 9.35 79.01 16.20 45.86 -5.70 3.96 .08 34.8
4 8.00 "7 . 66 15.10 44.76 -6.00 23.66 .10 35.5
5 7.70 "7.36 14.05 43.71 -6.10 23.56 .12 36.2
6 6.70 36.36 12.95 42.61 -6. 80 23.36 .14 36.8
7 6.10 35.76 11.40 41.06 -6.50 23.16 .16 37.5
8 5;oo 34.66 11.00 40.66 -6.30 23.36 .22 39.6
9 4.60 34.26 10.50 40.16 -6.30 88*36 .31 42.7
10 4.70 34.36 9.85 39.51 -6.10 23.56 .41 46.1
11 4.30 33.96 3.95 38.61 -6.10 23.56 .50 ^iy • **
12 ".90 33.56 8.20 37.86 -5.85 23.81

TABLE I Cont'd.
Station Po/Pw *w Pw/?o M 1+v-lM dxn




1 1.390 .703 1.632 .739 1.470
2 1.278 .596 1.580 .616 1.252
3 1.173 .483 1.630 .497 1.040
4 1.189 .504 1.591 .520 1.000
6 1.171 .481 1.584 .496 .992
6 1.172 .483 1.656 .497 .966
7 1.149 .451 1.542 .465 .890
8 1.172 .483 1.485 .497 .922
9 1.172 .483 1.469 .497 .910
10 1.150 .453 1.458 .467 .860
11 1.138 .4?4 1.441 .445 .808

































































































































































































Pop- 62.7 -hg.g. *\ * .303
r A 2.50 "hg
P0p2 60.0 «hg.g. (d£.)^(£4) • -38?
















tion "hg.g "hg.abs. M hg.g "hg.abs. "hg.g. M hg.abs. volts °F
V 40.30 70.36
A 38.55 68.61 54.00 84.06
B 3o . 9o 64.01 49.30 79.36
C 23.30 53.36 44.20 74.26
1 10.30 40.36 43.30 73.36
2 13.20 43.26 36.36 66.41
3 17.35 47.41 30.75 60.81
4 15.05 45.11 28.00 58.06
5 15.85 45.91 26.05 56.11
6 14.15 44.21 25.00 55.06
7 18.35 42.41 Ei.ec 51.61
8 12.10 42.16 19.90 49.96
9 10.55 40.61 18.50 48.56
10 9.50 39.56 18.10 48.16
11 9.15 39.21 16.60 46.66
12 7.90 37.96 15.20 45.28
•8.40 21.66 -.48 15.4
-8.55 21.51 -.70 7.7
-8.90 21.16 -.76 5.6
-9.35 20.71 -,68 8.4
-9.55 20.51 -.59 11.5
-9.90 20.16 -.50 14.6
-10.10 19.96 -.42 17.5
-10.20 19.86 -.36 19.6
- 9.85 20.21 -.30 21.6
- 9.95 20.11 -.19 26.4




Station ?o/?w Mw Pw/?o IK. /l+K-lM17 "«y° ' ' d>
V .707 .741 6.00
A 1.223 .546 . 663 4.50




1 1.818 .966 1.861 1.048 2.24
2 1.532 .806 2.010 1.023 2.14
3 1.283 .608 2.240 .586 1.491
4. 1.308 .633 2.180 .640 1.626
5 1.222 .544 2.235 .563 1.370
6 1.242 .566 2.200 .585 1.378
7 1.220 .541 2.120 .577 1.280
8 1.174 .485 2.120 .500 1.120
9 1.193 .509 2.010 .541 1.158
10 1.218 .539 1.966 .556 1.158
11 1.190 .505 1.880 .480 1.022

















Station Pw Pw P pQ
hg.g hg.abs. hg.g hg.abs.
V 49.88 79.79
A 47.60 77.54
B 41.25 71.19 60.00 89.94
C 40 .10 60.04 55.60 85.51
1 13.15 43.09 52.50 82.44
8 14.85 44.79 44.30 74.24
3 16.25 46.19 36.15 66.09
4 16.35 46.29 33.75 63.69
5 16.35 46.29 30.35 60.29
6 15.90 45.84 30 .85 60.79
7 13.55 43.49 25.65 55.59
8 13.15 43.09 25.05 54.99
9 11.85 41.79 23.90 53.84
10 9.65 39.59 132.10 52.04
11 11.25 40.19 :32.10 52.04
12 9.15 39.09 20.15 50.09

TABLE IV CONT'd.
Station Po/Pw Mw M / 1+1=1 K
2 1A.
/ 2 SI














































Station Pw pw p pQ
"Hg.g "Hg.abs. "Hg.g "Hg.abs.
V £5.90 56.83
k 25.50 55.43 36.70 66.63
B 19.20 49.13 27.60 57.53
11,30 41.23 20.45 50.38
1 5.90 35.83 15.10 45.03
8 6.05 35.98 13.05 42.98
» 6.95 36.88 11.60 41.53
4 6.45 36.38 10.80 40.73
6 5.65 35.58 9.60 39.53
7
8 5.10 35.03 8.95 38.88
9
10 4.35 34.28 8.20 38.13
11
12 3.65 33.58 7.40 37.33

TABLE V Cont*d.
Station P /Pw ^ M /l-Mf-1 M
8 SA
^T &A
V • 752 .793 5.10
A 1.203 .521 .539 3.46
• 1.170 .480 .493 2.09
C 1.221 .543 .560 1.315
1 1.255 .580 .600 1.142
2 1.194 .510 .526 1.009
3
. 1.127 .418 .427 .839
4 1.120 .407 .415 .800
5
6 1.116 .400 .406 .767
7
8 1.111 .392 .400 . .757
9
10 1.111 .392 .400 .729
11
12 1.111 .392 .400 ..714
Podi 51.0 peig 1 * .186
P x 3.7 «hg
Popp 60 "hg.g
r
dAx w£2m • -224
Bar 29.93 Hhg. ^TT'-r KTT>
































































tlon Vpw *w U /l+V-1 U2 d A
V .798 .847 6.21
A 1.831 .554 .472 3.40
B 1.210 .530 .547 2.56
C 1.278 .604 .627 1.585
1 1.5.31 .654 .684 1.350
2 1.257 .582 .602 1.201
3 1.155 .459 .470 .969
4 1.151 .454 .465 .940
5
6 1.142 .440 .462 .927
7
8 1.135 .430 .451 .872
9
10 las .426 .436 • 825
11
12 1.147 .448 .460 .842
P pi 39.4 pslg H • .196
P 3.35 « Hg.
Pop2 37.9 pal* ( dA } - ( dX.) «" -21?Bpr 29.93 "hg. KTT\ ' v d a'
'OP LCj* '
W « .1849 lb/seo

TABLE VII
Station Pw Pw po po
"Hg.g "Hfr.aba. "HK .g "Hg.ab
V 40.60 70.55
A 39.60 69.55 57.30 87.25
B 30 .80 60.75 4?.. 00 71.95
C 18.60 48.55 35.10 65.05
I 8.10 38.05 25.70 55.65
e 9.25 39.20 £2.50 52.45
5 11.45 41.40 19.60 49.55
4 10.50 40.45 18 JO 48.05
6
6 9.15 39.10 16.:^0 46.25
?
8 8.40 38 • T>5 14.95 44.90
9
10 7.20 37.15 13.45 43.40
XI
12 5.90 35.85 12.20 42.15

TABU? VII Cont'd.

























6 1.182 .495 .510 1.060
7
8 1.170 .480 .494 1.003




12 1.175 .486 .501 .955
49.6 Pslg U * « 217
4.0 Mhg.
P 0p 47.6 peig (SA) t (|4) *
Ba?2 29.95 Mhg
v d A , x dA v
TOD 120°F
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